
April 9, 2017 

Honorable Michael F.Q. San Nicolas 
Chairman, Committee on Rules 
I Mina Trentai Kuattro na Liheslaturan Guahan 
Suite 407 DNA Bldg., 238 Archbishop Flores St. 
Hagatna, Guam 96910 

Dear Sen. San Nicolas, 

 There are two questions relevant to elected leaders regarding tax refunds: 
1. Do you recognize that people struggling through hardships have, over the years, raised their level of 

expectation on this government’s ability to pay refunds as soon as their claims are processed? 
2. Have you found a financial solution that will pay refunds immediately upon processing and end up 

saving the government money without shutting down services to the people of Guam? 

 Please don’t stand in the way of the only solution on the table that will get the people their error-free 
refunds no later than May. 

 I am aware of your public opposition to the proposed solution we found that will pay refunds 
immediately upon processing and end up saving the government money. Given your opposition to borrowing, I 
can understand why your initial reaction would be to oppose this bill. But I assure you, if you give some time and 
effort to researching this solution, you will see that all your concerns thankfully are without merit. 

 Our proposal does not add even a dollar of long term debt. No one’s child will be made to pay for 
this 30, 20, 10, or even three years from now. 

 Our proposal does not take any resources away from any agency and does not negatively impact 
the budget whatsoever. 

 The reason we placed a three-year sunset on this solution is something we thought you might agree 
with, considering it is the one solution you continue to proffer: this solution gives us greater flexibility to plan 
deposits into the tax refunds savings account. 

 Our solution is not a bond at all. It does not have a payback period of 30 years. In household terms, this 
is closer to the difference between an installment loan and a revolving line of credit. Every penny used 
throughout the year must be paid by September 30 of the same fiscal year. The reason financial institutions allow 
this line of credit to many cities, counties, and states at such a low interest rate is simple: the payback source is 
what the government freed up by paying the program upfront with this tax and revenue anticipation note. All 
this TRAN does is it front loads the payment of tax refunds at the start of the year, instead of making the 
payments as cash comes in scattered points throughout the calendar. 



 I would understand if the interest on this TRAN would upset you except that the interest is capped below 
what the government currently pays on interest to taxpayers for claims paid beyond a certain point. The 
increasing allowances for the next two years allows for the anticipated increase in federal short term rates, which 
the interest to taxpayers is tied to. Even if this were not the case, any spend would be washed by the savings 
produced in this first year. And that’s because the TRAN uses an annual percentage rate condensed into five out 
of 12 months. The effect is an interest payment half the annual interest, not double as was noted in your post. 
We simply cannot rely upon sloppy mathematics in pursuit of public policy. The wrong assumptions, especially 
when spread to the general public, serve no good purpose. 

 A fiscally responsible person would see the benefit of this TRAN. This solution to the tax refund payment 
schedule is a financial and investment tool that makes sense. 

 I ask that you continue your due diligence in researching this. You may call on my fiscal team to answer 
your questions and you may challenge any assertions I’ve made. We will be happy to provide you answers. But, 
please, do not allow your misconceptions or inability to see past the politics to interfere with your parliamentary 
duties. Do not delay. Refer our bill today so that a hearing may be called with the statutory notice given to the 
public to tune in or join in the debate. 
 

Thank you, 

Eddie Baza Calvo


